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I. Complete the answers.

(4 x ½ = 2)

1. How was Snow Queen’s garden?
shop

The garden was covered with ___________and ________________.

ice

2. Who stole the pear seed?

poor man

A __________________ stole it from a __________________.

snow

II. Match the opposites for the given words.

(4 x ½ = 2)

1. pulled

a. polite

1. _________

2. alone

b. full

2. _________

3. empty

c. pushed

3. _________

4. rude

d. together

4. _________

III. Write the correct homophones for the following words.
1. year ________________

3. steel __________________

2. fare ________________

4. bear __________________

IV. Frame interesting sentence for the given word.

(4 x ½ = 2)

(1)

1. punished
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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V. Match the word to its meaning.

(4 x ½ = 2)

1. of great value

a. minister

2. treating people equally

b. splinters

3. member of the government

c. precious

4. a small, thin, sharp piece of glass

d. fair

1. ___________ 2. ___________ 3. ___________ 4. ___________

VI.Read the passage carefully and answer the given questions.

( Total Marks – 4)

Kirti has a room where she studies and does her work. She keeps her books,
storybooks and painting material on a shelf. There is a lamp on the left side of the
shelf. She uses the lamp to read in the evening. A picture of her family hangs on the
wall. Mom framed some of her paintings. They are also on the walls. There are three
drawers under the desk full of her favourite things. She doesn’t let Mom touch them.
Sometimes she cleans her drawers and tidies up her room herself.
A. Complete the sentences.

(2 x 1 = 2)

1. Kirti keeps books, __________________ and ________________________on a shelf.
2. Sometimes she cleans her drawers and ______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
B. Fill in the blanks.

(2 x ½ = 1)

1. There is a _________________________ on the left side of the shelf.
2. A picture of her _________________________ hangs on the wall.
C. Circle the correct answer.

(2 x ½ = 1)

1. Kirti uses the lamp to read ( in the morning / in the evening ).
2. Kirti doesn’t let her (brother/ mom) touch her things.
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VII. Circle the suitable article for each sentence.

(4 x ½ = 2)

1. We waited for more than ( a / an ) hour at the airport.
2. I go to Mumbai twice ( a / the ) month .
3. Eleena has ( a / the ) pear in her lunchbox.
4. I read ( the / an ) Times of Oman newspaper everyday.
VIII. Choose the correct collective noun for each blank.

(6 x ½ = 3)

1. Don’t go near those ____________________ of elephants.

( herd / pack )

2. The __________________ of soldiers marched over the hills.

( choir / army )

3. The men were scared by a __________________ of lions.

( pride / gaggle )

4. He shuffled the new ________________________ of cards.

( pile / pack )

5. We saw a beautiful ______________________ of whales.

( school / crowd )

6. The ___________________ of birds flew over my head.

( army / flock )

IX. Underline the correct conjuction for each sentence.
1. Neha was crying ( although , because ) she had lost her book.
2. ( although , but ) our teacher is strict, she is very kind hearted.
3. I went to meet my friend ( although , but ) he was not at home.
4. The concert was short. ( however , because ) it was very good.
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(4 x ½ = 2)

